
Andreas  Katzourakis,  Luis
Acosta, Czarina McCoy & The
Pro  Debut  of  Donte  Layne
Tonight in Atlanta
NEW YORK (August 23, 2023) – Tonight in Atlanta, Four Split-T
Management fighters will be featured on week for of the OTX
Boxing Series that will be streamed live on DAZN beginning at
8:30 PM ET.

In  an  eight-round  middleweight  bout,  undefeated  Andreas
Katzourakis will take on Raphael Igbokwe.

Katzourakis of Athens, Greece and now makes Los Angeles home,
is 10-0 with eight knockouts. The 25 year-old has wins over
Edward  Brown  (7-1)  and  Rodrigo  Octavio  Gonzalez  (5-1-2).
Katzourakis is coming off a fifth round stoppage over Marcelo
Fabian Bzowski on June 17th in Houston.

Igbokwe of Houston is 16-4 with seven knockouts. The 30 year-
old has two wins over Genc Plana as well as victories over
Juan Carlos Rodriguez (18-2).

In  a  six-round  lightweight  fight,  Luis  Acosta  will  fight
Christian Barreto Gonzalez.

Acosta of Houston is 13-1 with 12 knockouts. The heavy-handed
27 year-old Acosta won his first 12 bouts and is coming off a
fourth round stoppage over Abdel Sauceda (11-1) on August 13,
2022 in Houston.

Gonzalez of Arecibo, Puerto Rico is 9-0 with seven knockouts.
The 26 year-old Gonzalez is coming off a fifth round stoppage
over Willy Morrillo Sanchez on August 5, 2022 in The Dominican
Republic.
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In a six-round lightweight contest, Czarina McCoy will be
making her Split-T debut when she takes on Carisse Brown.

McCoy of Las Vegas is 11-1 with three knockouts. The 22 year-
old McCoy is coming off a 10-round unanimous decision over
Monica Henao on December 17, 2022 in Mexico.

Brown of Lakeland, Florida is 9-6 with six knockouts. The 36
year-old Brown has a win over previously undefeated Alicia
Amaro (3-0)

In a four-round super middleweight fight, Donte Layne will
make his pro debut against Nathan Mitchell.

The 20 year-old Layne is a native of Elmont, New York.

Layne began boxing at the age of eight after his family would
have backyard fights, and young Donte wanted to go to the gym.

Layne had an 85 fight amateur career that saw him go 74-11. He
won the 2015 and 2017 Junior Olympics as well as a 2017 Silver
Gloves title. Layne also won four U.S. National titles, which
included the 2021 Elite National Championship and the 2022
Elite National Golden Gloves and National Championship.

He  competed  at  165  pounds  and  will  campaign  as  a  super
middleweight in the professional ranks.

The 6’1″ Layne is trained by Anthony Santiago and Kenyatta
Harris.

Mitchell of Senatobia, Mississippi is 0-1-1.

Saturday night at The Showboat in Atlantic City, in a 10-round
bout  featuring  Christopher  Pearson  taking  on  Derrick
Webster  for  the  NBA  Super  Middleweight  championship.

Pearson of Selma, Texas is 17-3 with 12 knockouts. The 32-
year-old Pearson won his first 13 bouts with wins over Arturo
Crespin  (10-2-1),  Acaclo  Jose  Fereira  (13-0-1),  Steven



Martinez  (15-1),  Siad  El  Harrak  (12-2)  and  Janks  Trotter
(9-1-1). Pearson also has wins over Joshua Okine (28-6-1) and
world title challenger Yamaguchi Falcao (16-0).

Webster of Glassboro, New Jersey has a record of 29-4 with 14
knockouts. The 41 year-old Webster is a 14 year-professional
who has defeated Obodai Sai (23-1), Thomas Awimbono (25-5),
Frankie Filippone (22-5-1), Francisco Cordero (38-9) and his
last outing when he won a six-round unanimous decision over
Christian Thomas on April 29th in Philadelphia.

Teofimo  Lopez  Makes  Junior
Welterweight  Debut  with
Seventh  Round  Stoppage  over
Pedro Campa in Las Vegas
NEW YORK (AUGUST 15, 2022)–Former Undisputed Lightweight World
Champion, Teofimo Lopez christened the 140-pound division with
a seventh round stoppage over Pedro Campa at Resorts World Las
Vegas.

That fight capped a perfect weekend for Split-T Management.

Lopez was dominant from the onset of the contest as he boxed
and started to land some solid power punches as early as the
second. With each ensuing round, Lopez begam to land more and
more as he started to break down the Mexican warrior.

As the second half of the fight commenced, Lopez stepped on
the gas and started to hurt Campa in round six. In round
seven, Lopez dropped Campa with a hard right that was followed
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by a left. Lopez started to emphatically beat Campa until the
bout was stopped at 2:14.

Lopez moves his impressive resume to 17-1 with 13 knockouts.
Campa is 34-2-1.

Lopez said, “I was at 135 pounds for nine years. It was
killing my body, since I was a teenage kid, man. We want Josh
Taylor. We want these guys. We want {Regis} Prograis. We want
{Jose} Zepeda. We want all the belts. We want to become two-
time undisputed champion.”

“If Josh Taylor is too busy with his wedding and there’s
nobody else around because the WBA belt is taken and the WBC
is going to be fought with Zepeda and Prograis, then so fuc*ng
be it,” Lopez said.

On the undercard, Split-T Management’s Omar Rosario remained
undefeated with a six-round unanimous decision over Esteban
Munoz in a super lightweight bout.

Rosario of Caguas, Puerto Rico won by scores of 58-56 on all
cards and is now 8-0. Munoz is now 6-2.

Lopez and Rosario are promoted by Top Rank.

Lopez and Rosario Photo Credit: Mikey Williams / Top Rank via
Getty Images
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At The Bayou Event Center in Houston, Texas, three Split-T
Fighters registered impressive stoppages.

Highly regarded welterweight Giovanni Marquez stopped William
Davis in round two of their scheduled four-round bout.

Marquez was dominant as he dropped Davis three times in the
second round and the bout was stopped at the 2:00 mark.

Marquez,  who  was  the  2021  National  Golden  Gloves  Most



Outstanding Boxer is now 3-0 with two knockouts. Davis of
Memphis is 5-14-1.

Photo by Hosanna Rull / iRull Fotos

Heavy-handed Luis Acosta stopped tough Abdel Sauceda in round
four of their six-round lightweight contest.

It was a competitive fight for the first three-rounds. In
round four, the power of Acosta was evident as he floored
Sauceda three-times and then the fight was halted at 2:54.

Acosta of Houston is now 13-1 with 12 knockouts. Sauceda of
Mexico is now 11-2.

Recent world title challenger Jessica Camara made her first
knockout a memorable one as she took out four-time world title
challenger Simone da Silva in the second round of their eight-
round lightweight bout.

Camara landed a crunching left hook to the ribs that made da
Silva scream in agony as she hit the deck, and the fight was
waved off at 1:32 of round two.

Camara of Montreal, Canada is now 9-3 with one knockout. da
Silva of Brazil is 17-22.

Camara is promoted by DiBella Entertainment

Former Undisputed Lightweight
Champion  Teofimo  Lopez  Back
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in Action against Pedro Campa
on ESPN
NEW YORK (August 12, 2022)–Saturday night at Resorts World Las
Vegas will see the return of former undisputed Lightweight
World Champion Teofimo Lopez move up to junior welterweight to
start his quest of becoming a two-division world champion when
he  takes  on  Pedro  Campa  in  a  10-round  bout  for  the  WBO
International and NABF Junior Welterweight titles.

The fight, which will be televised by ESPN (10 PM ET) will
serve as Lopez’ “Takeback” as he starts his road back to
becoming world champion.

The fight heads a big weekend for Split-T Management as five
fighters under the management banner will be in action between
Las Vegas and Houston.

Lopez, who was the 2020 Fighter of the Year, will be back in
the ring, looking to “Takeover” a second weight-class.

Lopez had a meteoric rise up the lightweight division as he
scored  many  highlight-reel  and  spectacular  knockouts  over
Vitor Jones (14-1), William Silva (25-1), Mason Menard (34-3)
and Diego Magdaleno (31-2). Lopez won the IBF Lightweight
title with a second round destruction over Richard Commey on
December 14, 2019 at Madison Square Garden in New York City.
Lopez followed that up by winning the undisputed title with a
12-round  unanimous  decision  over  pound-for-pound  number-one
Vasiliy Loamchenko on October 17, 2020.

Campa  of  Hermosillo,  Mexico  is  34-1-1  with  23  knockouts.
Unbeaten in his last eight fights, which spans five years, the
30 year-old Campa has wins over Alejandro Milanes Gocobachi
(1-0), Ulises Perez Torres (6-0), Ivan Ramirez (6-1), Dario
Garibay (11-1), Jesus Nunez Rodriguez (14-1), Aaron Herrera
(29-3-1),  Juan  Antonio  Rodriguez  (29-6-1),  Domicio  Rondon
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(15-3), Abimael Cruz Bautista (5-0) and his fight when he
stopped  undefeated  Carlos  Sanchez  Valadez  (22-0)  in  three
rounds on March 19th in Chihuahua, Mexico.

Lopez weighed in at 138.8 lbs. Campa was 139.4

The bout will be televised live on (ESPN, ESPN Deportes &
ESPN+, 10 p.m. ET/7 p.m. PT).

On the Undercard, beginning at 6:40 PM ET on ESPN+, undefeated
Omar Rosario will take on Esteban Munoz in a six-round junior
welterweight contest.

Rosario of Caguas, Puerto Rico is 7-0 with two knockouts. The
24 year-old Rosario already has wins over Uriel Villanueva
(1-0),  Wilfred  Mariano  (3-0),  Marc  Misiura  (2-0),  Raekwon
Butler and his last outing when he took a six-round unanimous
decision over Julio Rosa (4-0) on June 11th in New York.

Munoz  of  San  Bernardino,  California  is  6-1  with  four-
knockouts. Munoz is coming off a third round stoppage over
Kenny Williams on April 15th in Ontario, California,

Rosario weighed 140.8 lbs. Munoz weighed 140.6 lbs.

Lopez and Rosario are promoted by Top Rank

Photo Credit: Mikey Williams/Top Rank via Getty Images

Saturday night at The Bayou Center in Houston, Texas, three
more distinguished fighters will be in action of a card that
will be streamed live on BXNGTV.com

Undefeated welterweight Giovanni Marquez will take on William
Marcell Davis in a bout scheduled for four-rounds.

Marquez, 21 years-old of Houston is 2-0 with one knockout.
Vazquez turned professional on March 11th with a unanimous
decision over previously undefeated Nelson Morales. in his
last bout, Marquez took out 53-fight veteran Ariel Vazquez in



two rounds on June 17th in Houston.

Marquez began boxing at the age of 12 as he is the son of
former U.S. Olympian, world junior middleweight world champion
and current broadcaster Raul Marquez.

Marquez had an amateur record of 75-12, which culminated in
winning the National Golden Glove tournament this past August
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He was named the Most Outstanding boxer in
the tournament.

Marquez, who won the 152-pound National Golden Gloves, will
begin  his  pro  career  around  145-pounds,  with  the  goal  to
campaign as a junior welterweight

Davis of Memphis is 5-13-1 with five knockouts. Davis has
stopped  two  undefeated  fighters,  Terence  Reed  (2-0)  and
Michael Hughes (2-0).

Recent world title challenger Jessica Camara makes the trek
from Montreal to take on four-time world title challenger
Simone da Silva in an eight-round lightweight bout.

Camara has a record of 8-3 and is coming off a split decision
loss  to  Kali  Reis  in  a  bout  for  Reis’  WBA/WBO  Junior
Welterweight world titles on November 19, 2021 in Manchester,
New  Hampshire.  Camara  also  has  wins  over  Erika  Hernandez
(5-1-1), Dalia Velazquez (5-1-1) and former world champion
Heather Hardy (22-1).

da Silva of Sao Paulo, Brazil is 17-21 with six knockouts.

The  17  year  capable  veteran  has  wins  over  Paola  Herrera
(13-1-2), Paulina Cardona (9-2-3), Ikram Kerwat (9-1)

Both Camara and da Silva weighed 136 lbs.

Camara is promoted by DiBella Entertainment.

Luis Acosta will look to get back in the win column when he



takes on Abdel Sauceda in a lightweight bout scheduled for
eight-rounds.

Acosta, 25 years-old of Houston is 12-1 with 11 knockouts.

Acosta, 25 years-old, won his first 12 bouts in impressive
fashion. He is coming off a loss to Edwin De Los Santos on
March 11th.

Sauceda of Monterrey, Mexico is 11-1 with seven knockouts. The
24 year-old has won four in a row and is coming off a first-
round stoppage over Jullian Guillen on December 20, 2019 in
Monterrey, Mexico

AUDIO:  Talking  with
Undefeated Luis Acosta about
ShoBox  fight  with  Edwin  De
Los Santos

VIDEO:  Talking  with
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Undefeated Luis Acosta about
ShoBox  fight  with  Edwin  De
Los Santos

UPDATED  SHOBOX:  THE  NEW
GENERATION®  FIGHT  CARD:
UNDEFEATED SUPER WELTERWEIGHT
PROSPECT  ARDREAL  HOLMES  TO
FACE VERNON BROWN IN FRIDAY,
MARCH 11 MAIN EVENT LIVE ON
SHOWTIME®
NEW  YORK  –  March  3,  2022  –  Undefeated  super  welterweight
prospect Ardreal Holmes will now face once-beaten Vernon Brown
in the 10-round main event of ShoBox: The New Generation on
Friday, March 11 live on SHOWTIME at 9:35 p.m. ET/PT from
Deadwood Mountain Grand Hotel in Deadwood, S.D.

Mekhrubon  Sanginov,  who  was  originally  slated  to  take  on
Holmes (11-0, 5 KOs) in the main event, was forced to withdraw
from the bout after suffering an injury in training camp.
Brown (13-1-1, 9 KOs), who was previously set to fight the
undefeated Hurshidbek Normatov in the co-main event, steps in
to face Holmes. Normatov also suffered an injury in training
camp and is unable to fight on March 11.
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The  previously-announced  eight-round  lightweight  matchup
between undefeated prospect Luis Acosta (12-0, 11 KOs) and the
power-punching Edwin De Los Santos (13-1, 12 KOs) serves as
the co-main event and 2021 National Golden Gloves Champion
Giovanni Márquez, the son of former world champion and ShoBox
commentator Raul Márquez, makes his professional debut against
Dominican  Nelson  Morales  (2-0)  in  a  four-round  super
lightweight bout that opens the three-fight telecast. Raul
Márquez will occupy dual roles during the broadcast, first as
his son’s trainer and cornerman and then later as an expert
analyst alongside his colleagues ringside.

He will be joined by Hall of Famer Barry Tompkins calling the
action with veteran combat sports reporter Brian Campbell also
serving as an expert analyst, and Hall of Famer Steve Farhood
remotely performing unofficial scoring duties. The executive
producer of ShoBox: The New Generation is Gordon Hall with
Richard Gaughan producing and Rick Phillips directing.

The event is promoted by Holden Productions.

#
For  more  information  visit  www.sho.com/sports  follow  on
Twitter @ShowtimeBoxing, @SHOSports, #ShoBox, or become a fan
on Facebook at www.Facebook.com/SHOSports

About ShoBox: The New Generation
Since its inception in July 2001, the critically acclaimed
SHOWTIME  boxing  series,  ShoBox:  The  New  Generation  has
featured young talent matched tough. The ShoBox philosophy is
to televise exciting, crowd-pleasing and competitive matches
while  providing  a  proving  ground  for  willing  prospects
determined to fight for a world title. Some of the growing
list  of  the  86  fighters  who  have  appeared  on  ShoBox  and
advanced to garner world titles includes: Errol Spence Jr.,
Andre Ward, Deontay Wilder, Erislandy Lara, Shawn Porter, Gary



Russell  Jr.,  Lamont  Peterson,  Guillermo  Rigondeaux,  Nonito
Donaire, Devon Alexander, Carl Froch, Robert Guerrero, Timothy
Bradley, Jessie Vargas, Juan Manuel Lopez, Chad Dawson, Paulie
Malignaggi,  Ricky  Hatton,  Kelly  Pavlik,  Paul  Williams  and
more.

Split-T  Management  Signs
Undefeated  Lightweight  Luis
Acosta
New York (December 13, 2021)–Split-T Management is proud to
announce the signing of undefeated, power-punching lightweight
prospect Luis Acosta.

Acosta, 25 years-old of Houston, Texas has a professional
record of 12-0 with 11 knockouts.

“Signing with Split-T Management is an amazing feeling. I have
been trying to get noticed for a long time, but nobody was
paying attention to me. Fortunately I was able to link up with
Brendan (Segalas) who took a look at me and brought me the
attention of Mr. (David) McWater. We were able to meet with
him  at  my  family’s  restaurant,  Titas  Tacos,  and  knew
immediately that Split-T was the place for us,” Said Acosta

Acosta  began  boxing  at  the  age  of  16,  following  in  the
footsteps of his father, Jose, and uncle, Mario, who were both
professional boxers. His father, who now trains Luis, was 2-2
as a professional, while his uncle was 1-0.

“When I was a young kid, I did not like going to the gym. Then
I started watching some boxing videos, and nine months later,
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we were building a gym in our backyard!”

This passion led to an amateur career that saw Luis go 57-8
and winning both the Title and Ringside Tournaments.

Acosta is a come-forward fighter, who is aggressive without
getting hit, and possesses tremendous physical strength.

“In 2022, all of the opportunities will come to me. I am
fighting  for  my  family  and  I  want  to  impress  anyone  who
watches me.”

In addition, Acosta is a graduate of the University of Houston
with a degree in Exercise Science and Kinesiology and has an
entrepreneurial spirit honed by working many hours in his
family’s restaurant, which is a local landmark in Humble,
Texas.

“I would like to open up a gym – not just a boxing gym – but
for everyone to get into shape,” said Acosta. “Also open up
another restaurant.”


